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Wide area converged infrastructure for ANSP

- Primer and lessons learned -
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Informing the community
Dissemination of  a decade long experience from 
benefiting off successful exploiting the ATC over IP 
paradigm is considered our moral duty towards our 
community

We admit we neither invent nor discovered anything 
but we are proud of the outcome itself

ROMATSA just build a system for its own purpose 
using “bricks” currently available on the free market
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Ab initio - Why did IP won?

Initially prevailed packet switched over 
circuit switched networks

Then the connectionless over the connection 
oriented protocols

Among the finalists the IP showed the 
perfect balance between simplicity and 
flexibility



Ab initio (continued)
Why did IP won? (continued)

IP prevalence is in fact the victory 
of the distributed approach over the 
centralized approach

The distributed approach is the 
driving vector of the ATC paradigm 
shift



Ab initio (a bit of trivia)

Looking around for guidance in 1996 we have been 
told to take as model the concept of ATN

At that time we were thinking that we were going to 
start building our part of the ATN and assumed 
other ANSPs are doing the same

We still believe that the future ATN will be a fabric of 
autonomous ANSPs/FABs infrastructures governed 
by time-honoured peering principles
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ATC over IP paradigm

Network-centric function-distributed 
approach

ANSP networking infrastructure as the 
foundation of ATM systems

ANSP network shall be perceived as its main 
asset



ATC over IP paradigm

This construction acts as an vertical 
adaptation layer between the service 
demands coming from up and the ever-
changing real world from beneath

Horizontally it connects and adapts 
ANSPs/FABs with different sets of CNS 
systems weaving so a global ATM system



ATC over IP paradigm (continued)
- The ICAO CNS/ATM concept

The three pillars of ATM systems:
Communications
Navigation
Surveillance



ATC over IP paradigm 
- The Big-C CNS/ATM perception

ANSP network as the glue between 
system’s components
The “C” is receiving new valences



ATC over IP paradigm 
- Legacy CNS/ATM vs ATC over IP

Legacy CNS/ATM is application oriented and so is 
the provision of communication channels

versus

ATCoIP is application transparent. Communication 
channels provision from TELCO’s is not correlated to 
anything in particular
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ANSP IP network infrastructure

ONE consolidated network

Universal communication system

Aautoadaptive, application transparent



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Service point flexibility

Based on the owner’s strategy this model makes 
possible different contingency scenarios and service 
point translations
ROMATSA has proven its contingency procedures 
benefitting off this distributed model which allowed 
a drill in March 2008 while a three hours shutdown 
of the Bucharest ACC was totally transparent for 
airspace users
In March 2010 ROMATSA successfully relocated the 
Constanta ACC in Bucharest premises, this being 
the third relocation after Cluj and Bacau



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Access strategy

The access to/from the network and from 
any point to any ATM resource connected 
to this network is practically possible.

However, the ANSP strategy will dictate the 
rules of accessing this network or network 
connected resources.

Applying it’s own strategy is at the full 
discretion of the owner.



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Interconnection strategy

ANSP to ANSP interconnection comes 
natural when all have their network 
designed with similar principles.

Like in the case of access, each owner is 
formulating its strategy for interconnection.

The 50 years long peer-to-peer principle 
used for AFTN matches perfectly the 
interconnecting needs of today’s networks.



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Reliability

Unprecedented levels of availability are 
attained by:

Duplicated, triplicated, multiplicated
architecture for core and access 
equipments.

A mix of low level communication channels, 
own assets or leased from different 
providers using different physical media and 
technologies.



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Security threats

Potential outside threats are easily 
circumvented

Threats coming from inside shall be 
addressed extremely cautiously.

Two flavours of inside threats:
Gaining unauthorised access
Denial of Service



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Network security

Natively the IP based infrastructure offers 
total liberty

One liberty is to add restrictions

As a rule of thumb protect all the Core and 
at least system critical Access



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Network security (contd.)

Inspect traffic transiting the Core

Trace a baseline and let the Network A.I. 
warn you when the traffic pattern crosses 
the “red” line

Optional, let the Network to protect itself. 
(Be careful with this)



ANSP IP network infrastructure
- Services security

The recommended level where to stop 
adding restrictions it’s the point where the 
bare necessity only is provided.

The reasonable level where to stop adding 
restrictions it’s the point where no other 
services may be disrupted by a 
compromised application.
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ANSP strategic decision

It’s irrelevant what the generation of your CNS/ATM 
system is. You can adopt this paradigm NOW! Legacy 
systems are fully supported by today’s technology.

You decide whether to build and maintain your own 
network infrastructure,

or hand-over and outsource this strategic part of your 
ATM system
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ROMATSA’s infrastructure

The infrastructure name is STCR 
(Sistemul de TeleComunicatii
Romatsa);
The nodes are property of ROMATSA 
and managed internally 24x7;
Nodes interconnections are provided 
by three different TELCOs. 
Additionally, ROMATSA’s own circuits 
are used for short distance (~20 km).



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR inventory (Q1 2012)

Core Level:
12x Cisco 7600 series routers fitted with:
12 IDSM-2 modules
12 FWSM modules

Core and Access Level:
31x Cisco 3945 routers
4x Cisco 3925 routers
15x Cisco 3845 routers
16x Cisco 1812 routers



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR inventory (Q2 2012)

Access Level:
14x Cisco 3945 routers
2x Cisco 4900M switches
9x Cisco 3750X switches
8x Cisco 3750E switches
10x Cisco 3750G switches
4x Cisco 3750 switches
50x Cisco 3560 switches
23x Rohde & Schwarz - Topex voice converters



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR inventory (Q2 2012)

Cisco LMS:
configuration archiving;
large scale command deployment;
hardware & software inventory;

PMECT – real time monitoring:
WAN channels;
voice channels;
radar channels;
WAN outage time accounting.



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR architecture (Q2 2012)

Nodes:
2 ACCs;
16 Airports;
16 radar/radio sites;
20 VOR/DME/NDB sites;

Adjacent ANSPs:
Bulatsa 2x 2Mbps links;
Moldatsa 1x 64kbps link;
Hungarocontrol 1x 2Mbps link;
Smatsa 1x 64kbps link;
UkSATSE 2x 2Mbps link (Q4 2012);



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR architecture (Q2 2012)

Three TELCOs low level services:

ROMTELECOM – 2Mbps clear channel (SDH);

Vodafone – 2Mbps Frame Relay (ATM);

STS - 2Mbps clear channel (ATM);



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR architecture (Q2 2012)

ROMATSA’s own point-to-point 
microwave links 9 peers = 4x 1xE1 
(7GHz) + 5x 4xE1 (13GHz);

ROMATSA’s own satellite network SCPC –
10 nodes full mesh (Frame-Relay). Last 
resort path;

ROMATSA’s fiber optic or copper cables 
within airports.



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR architecture (Q2 2012)

OSPF Internal routing protocol:
333ms hello interval;
1 second convergence time;
850 routes in GRT;

Cisco ACS for:
access authentication;
command authorization;
command accounting (logging).



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR architecture (Q2 2012)

Traffic prioritization:
Class based;
Reserved bandwidth for voice and radar;

Traffic segregation:
ACL at service edge;
MPLS aware but not largely used;



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR architecture (Q2 2012)

Sensor data (radar):
Multicast dissemination of ASTERIX categories wrapped in 
L2TPv2 instead of UDP. Sequence fields present in L2TP 
header. RMTCDE (Rohde&Schwarz Topex) located near the 
multicast data consumers for transport header conversion;
Sparse mode dissemination with fallback on dense mode (not 
desirable).

Voice A/G G/G:
G.729 codec;
8kbps voice stream;
Three 10ms voice samples grouped in one RTP packet;
10kbps with RTP header compression;
16kbps without RTP header compression.



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– STCR architecture (Q2 2012)

Cisco ISR G2 multiservice platform:
High density voice codecs;
Serial radar data to multicast dissemination (in 
conjunction with RMTCDE);
X25 and XOT switching;
Pseudowire emulation for legacy serial (synchronous 
or asynchronous) applications.

Rohde & Schwarz Topex ATC platform:
MFC-R2 ATS to VoIP (SIP) gateway;
RMTCDE (Radar Message Transport Conversion and 
Distribution Equipment);
Analog Tx, Rx, PTT & Squelch to redundant E1 
conversion.



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– lessons learned

Watch out who are you connecting 
with;

Do you know the traffic pattern of the 
service using the infrastructure?

The predictable pattern for the traffic 
with highest priority is really 
predictable?



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– lessons learned

Never forget to protect against broadcast 
storms;

Beware the multicast distribution over 
redundant, equal cost links. The RPF check 
could be somewhat peculiar;

Are there any traffic forking points? Beware 
the packet multiplication avalanche when 
misconfiguration occur.



ROMATSA’s infrastructure
– lessons learned

Verify yourself the claimed independence (path 
separation) of the TELCOs;

Beware the oversubscribing appetite of the  TELCOs or 
for the so called ACSPs. Contractual penalties imposed to 
this service providers are not repairing the damage 
done;

Guard the network edges (Applications Access Points). 
Apply filters and traffic shaping for the declared 
legitimate traffic;

Assume always that the application using your 
infrastructure is ill configured.
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Thanks to you for listening and your visit
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